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Stations: The Elements! 
 
STATION 1: Elements 101 & The Periodic Table 
 
PART 1 
Directions: Use the BOOK, The Chemical Elements by David E. Newton, to answer the following questions. 
 

1. (Pg.7) What is a basic substance that cannot be broken down into anything simpler by ordinary 

chemical or physical means? ____________________________ Name an example: ________________ 

2. (Pg. 8) What four materials (either individually or grouped) did early philosophers believe were the 

elementary materials from which everything else was formed? ________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

3. As modern chemistry began to develop, questions about the nature of an element became more 

confused. What did some scholars become aware of, that made them abandon the Greek concept that 

only a handful of fundamental substances might be material substances? ________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________                 

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

4. (Pg.8-9) In 1661, using his book, Sceptical Chymist, how did the English philosopher Robert Boyle try to 

resolve the issue? In other words, what did he suggest an element was? _________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

5. (Pg. 9) Even though his concept still differs from modern chemistry’s view of elements, why was his 

idea important? ______________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

6. Who is often called the “Father of Modern Chemistry?” ______________________________________ 

Why? _______________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________ 



 

7. What do you think “false elements” are? __________________________________________________   

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

8. What problem did Moseley’s discovery of atomic number in 1913 solve? ________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

9. According to this book, how many elements occur in the natural world? _________________________ 

10. (Pg. 10) Do you think any of the synthetic elements ever occurred in the natural world? ____________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

11. What kind of substance are the vast majority of elements? ____________________________________ 

Name some examples: _________________________________________________________________ 

12. How many nonmetallic elements are gases? ________________________________________________ 

Name three: _________________________________________________________________________ 

13. What is a metalloid? ___________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Name two: __________________________________________________________________________ 

14. Think about the last question on this page: “Is there some underlying principle that can be used to 

organize the apparent complexity that exists?” Is there? How do we organize them today? __________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
 
PART 2 
Directions: Watch the VIDEO, BrainPop: Periodic Table of Elements, to answer the following questions.  

1. What characteristics are shared by all alkali metals and alkaline earth metals? 

A  They conduct electricity very well 

B  They are strong and shiny 

C  They form alkaline solutions when mixed with water 

D  They do not react with water at all 

 
2. Carbon has an atomic number of 6. What can you conclude about carbon from this fact? 

A  It has 6 protons 

B  It has six neutrons 

C  It has six electrons 

D  It has six positrons 



3. Noble gases are sometimes called “inert gases.” What can you infer about the meaning of the word 
“inert” in chemistry? 

A  It refers to substances that easily lose electrons 

B  It refers to substances that do not react with other substances 

C  It refers to substances that have strong electrochemical charges 

D  It refers to gases 

 
4. What do the orange and yellow spheres represent in this model of an atomic nucleus? 

 

A  Gluons and leptons 

B  Protons and neutrons 

C  Positrons and electrons 

D  Atoms and molecules 

 
5. What do the highlighted elements have in common? 

 

A  The same number of protons 

B  The same number of electrons 

C  The same number of neutrons 

D  The same number of electron shells 

 
6. Which of the following is a true statement? 

A  Periods form horizontal rows; groups form vertical columns 

B  Groups form horizontal rows; periods from vertical columns 

C  Categories form horizontal rows; gases form vertical columns 

D  Gases form horizontal rows; categories form vertical columns 



 
7. What is true of all molecules? 

A  They have electrochemical charges 

B  They lack electrochemical charges 

C  They have full outer electron shells 

D  They contain at least one proton 

 
8. What is one key physical difference between transition metals and poor metals? 

A  Atomic mass 

B  Hardness 

C  Reactivity 

D  Charge 

 
9. If you wanted to find a sample of fermium, which has an atomic number of 100, where would you 

look? 

A  Deep within the Earth 

B  In the Earth’s atmosphere 

C  In outer space 

D  In a science lab 

 
10. To become positively charged, an atom must: 

A  Gain a proton 

B  Lose a proton 

C  Gain an electron 

D  Lose and electron 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



PART 3 
Directions: Watch the VIDEO, The Genius of Mendeleev’s Periodic Table, and answer the following questions: 

1. Who is credited with creating the periodic table? 

A Isaac Newton 

B Dmitri Mendeleev 

C Albert Einstein 

D Cecil George Paine 

 
2. Many great thinkers have made discoveries that have gone unnoticed until after their deaths. Name a 

few examples and explain their importance. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3. What did Dmitri Mendeleev do that set him apart? 

A Created a list of all the known elements 

B Arranged all the known elements together based on their properties 

C Made accurate predictions about undiscovered elements based on where they would live in the 

periodic table 

D Accidentally discovered Plutonium 

 
4. How do you think Mendeleev was able to so accurately estimate the properties of undiscovered 

elements? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

5. What is the English translation for the Sanskrit word 'eka'? 

A element 

B periodic 

C aluminum 

D one 



 
6. Lots of scientists had worked on the periodic table other than Mendeleev. What do you think would 

have changed had they all worked closely together to figure out the best way to arrange the periodic 
table? Do you think collaboration is always the best answer? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

7. In 1963, what did scientists officially name the element at 101 on the periodic table? 

A Mendelevium 

B Dimitrionium 

C Phosphomendelev 

D Phosphodimitrius 

 
8. How many scientists have an element named after them? 

A 5 

B 15 

C 35 

D 75 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



STATION 2: Alchemy & The Ancient Elements 

 
 
 
PART 1: 
Directions: Use the website http://www.rsc.org/periodic-table/alchemy to answer the following questions: 
 

1. What are Alchemists often described as? __________________________________________________ 

2. What did the extraordinary language they developed describe? ________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
Click on “What is Alchemy?” 
 

1. What does the Arabian phrase “al-kimia” refer to? __________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

2. What were the three simplified aims of alchemists? _________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

3. A medieval alchemist thought the different elements were actually the same substance in varying 

degrees of ________________________. For example, _____________________ was the purest of all, 

followed closely by _____________________. 

4. What was used as alchemical symbols in the early days of alchemy? ____________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

5. Why, during medieval times, did alchemists have to invent their own secret symbols? ______________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

6. Why was alchemy grouped together with sorcery and witchcraft, even though it started off as real 

science? ____________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

7. What did 18th century scientists try and separate from the “confusing cornucopia of science and 

magic”? _____________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

http://www.rsc.org/periodic-table/alchemy


Go back to the previous webpage. Use the information found while clicking on the Alchemical Elements on the 
Periodic Table to answer the following questions: 
 

1. How many Alchemical Elements are there? ________________________________________________ 

2. What are the seven metals of alchemy? ___________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Which is considered the first and oldest? __________________________________________________ 

3. What are the three “heavenly substances?” ________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

4. Why do you think we no longer use the same symbols the Alchemists developed? _________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

5. What was platinum believed to be? ______________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

6. What element was often called “quicksilver” by the Alchemists? _______________________________ 

7. This element had the nicknames “philosophers’ wool” and “white snow” because of what resulted 

from burning it. _______________________________________________________________________ 

8. Strangely, this element was sometimes represented by the image of a swan. _____________________ 

9. Which element “represented the perfection of all matter on any level, including that of the mind, spirit, 

and soul?” ___________________________________________________________________________ 

10. “The symbol for ________________________________ is also associated with the moon in astrology.” 

 
 
PART 2: 
Directions: Use the BOOK, Chemistry by Dr. Ann Newmark, to answer the following questions. 
 

1. What mixed with theories about matter to give rise to alchemy? _______________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

2. What did alchemists believe was the most pure metal? ______________________________________________ 

3. What’s a technique used to prepare essential oils and perfumes? ______________________________________ 

4. What did they believe disease represented? _______________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

5. What became an important activity in order to identify new metals? ____________________________________ 

6. What does transmutation mean? ________________________________________________________________ 



7. What is smelting? ____________________________________________________________________________ 

8. Where did Assayers work? _____________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

9. What were some of the chemicals that the assayers would use? 

Saltpeter: ____________________________________________________________________________ 

Alum: ________________________________________________________________________________ 

Green vitriol: __________________________________________________________________________ 

Aqua fortis: ___________________________________________________________________________ 

10. What was a common way of testing the purity of precious metals? _____________________________________ 

11. Why were the metal oxides (created during cupellation) absorbed by the cupel? __________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

12. What common observation may have led to the development of the first “still”? __________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

13. Why was glass often green or brown in color? ______________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

14. Who developed a glossary of alchemy? ___________________________________________________________ 

Give two examples of words from this glossary that are still used in chemistry today: ______________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

15. What new science, developed in the Middle Ages, was based on the alchemists’ belief that the human body was 

a chemical system that could be cured with chemicals? ______________________________________________ 

16. Andreas Libavius’ textbook, Alchymia, published in 1597 documented contemporary findings on 

________________________ and metallurgy.  

17. Name some of the tools used by alchemists and assayers that can still be found in laboratories today: _________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

18. What symbols did alchemy and astrology share? ____________________________________________________ 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
IF YOU HAVE FINISHED THIS STATION, you may play the game Little Alchemy while you wait to rotate to the 
next station. http://littlealchemy.com 
 

http://littlealchemy.com/


STATION 3: Discovering Elements and Their Symbols 
PART 1: 
Directions: Use the WEBSITE http://www.rsc.org/periodic-table/history to answer the following questions: 
 
Element Discoverers 

1. Who proved that chlorine is an element and tested the effects of “laughing gas” on himself? ________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

2. Who was the first to use letter symbols for elements very similar to the ones we use today? _________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

3. Who was awarded the 1904 Chemistry Nobel Prize for his work on the noble gases? _______________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

4. This man discovered Gallium, which was the first element found whose properties matched elements 

predicted in detail by Mendeleev. ________________________________________________________ 

5. She is the only woman to have won two Nobel prizes. She also has a chemical element and a unit of 

measurement named after her. __________________________________________________________ 

6. Why was the naming of the element seaborgium, controversial at the time? ______________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Elements Known In Year 

1. How many elements were known in 1CE? __________________________________________________ 

2. Using the plus button (+) above the year 2013, how many years went by before another element was 

discovered? ________  ________ What element was discovered this year? _______________________ 

3. Hold the plus button down again and you’ll notice that 200 years go by without another element being 

discovered. What element is it? __________________________________________________________ 

4. What year was Phosphorus discovered? ___________________________________________________ 

5. During what time period do you notice a rapid increase in elements being discovered? _____________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

What was going on in the world during this time? ___________________________________________ 

6. Go to the year 1945. How many elements had been discovered by then? ________________________ 

7. Go to the year 1970. How many elements had been discovered by then? ________________________ 

8. Go to the year you were born. How many elements had been discovered by then? _________________ 

9. Have any elements been discovered/created since your birth? _________________________________ 

10. How many elements (on the periodic table) have yet to be created in a lab? ______________________ 

 

http://www.rsc.org/periodic-table/history


PART 2: 
Directions: Use the ARTICLE Origins of the Ancient Names for the Elements, to fill in the chart and answer the 
questions 
 

Element Symbol Ancient Name 

1. Sodium Na Natrium 

2. Potassium   

3. Iron   

4. Copper   

5. Silver   

6. Gold   

7. Lead   

8. Tin   

9. Mercury   

10. Antimony   
 

1. This element was originally used to blacken eyebrows and eyelashes. ___________________________________ 

2. Cyprus is the island where the Romans first obtained this element. _____________________________________ 

3. Name originally derives from the Sanskit jval “to shine.” ______________________________________________ 

4. Known since prehistoric times, this elements Latin name refers to its strength. ___________________________ 

5. This element has an atomic number of 82. _________________________________________________________ 

6. This name derives from the nimble messenger of the gods. ___________________________________________ 

7. Humphry Davy was the first to isolate this element in 1807. ___________________________________________ 

8. This element’s name means “bright.” _____________________________________________________________ 

9. This name can mean “headache remedy.” _________________________________________________________ 

10. Derived from a Latin word meaning “alloys containing lead.” __________________________________________ 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



STATION 4: Man-made Elements 
 

PART 1: 
Directions: Use the Popular Science ARTICLE to answer the following questions. (This article may also be found 
online: http://www.popsci.com/science/article/2013-04/making-new-elements) 
 

1. What element did scientists in Germany set out to create last year? ____________________________________ 

2. How long did they work, attempting to fuse the atoms of two lighter elements to form one large atom of the 

new element? _______________________________________________________________________________ 

3. Which two elements did the scientists use to do this? ________________________________________________ 

4. How long will it take for any of the superheavy elements to decay? _____________________________________ 

5. Other than winning acclaim, why do scientists strive to make ever-heavier elements? ______________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

6. At the time the article was published, had scientists found any data from their particle collision experiment, that 

hinted at element 119?________________________________________________________________________ 

7. What are the four steps to creating element 119? 

a. _______________________________________ 

b. _______________________________________ 

c. _______________________________________ 

d. _______________________________________ 

8. During the accelerate phrase, how fast did the ionized titanium move down the 400-foot-tube? _____________ 

9. How many protons does a titanium atom have? ____________________________________ How many protons 

does a berkelium proton have? _______________________________________ Why were these the two 

elements the scientists decided to use in their experiment? ___________________________________________ 

10. How do the superheavy atoms act differently from the ionized titanium? ________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

11. What kind of particles does the new element give off? _______________________________________________ 

12. How many known elements are lacking a permanent name? __________________________________________ 

13. How many elements make up most of the atoms in a human body? ____________________________________ 

14. How many neutrons does element 119 have in its nucleus? ___________________________________________ 

15. What was the first artificially created element? _____________________________________________________ 

16. How much time passed between the discovery of Uranium and its radioactive properties? __________________ 

17. What did the Soviet and American researchers fight over between 1966 and 1974? ________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

18. Researchers at what lab created elements 108-112? _________________________________________________ 

19. What organization must approve each new element’s name? _________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

http://www.popsci.com/science/article/2013-04/making-new-elements


 

PART 2: 
Directions: Watch the VIDEO, Discovery of New Element Opens Naming Opportunity, and answer the following 
questions. 
 

1. What mysterious substance makes up the backstory for Call of Duty? ___________________________ 

2. According to the game, from where is this element harvested? ________________________________ 

3. Each element’s atomic number is based on what? ___________________________________________ 

4. All the elements, up to number _____________, exist in nature.  

5. How are the rest of the elements created if they do not occur in nature? _________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

6. How long do the new elements exist? _____________________________________________________ 

7. What does ununpentium mean? _________________________________________________________ 

8. What three steps must happen before a new element is acknowledged as existing (or named)? 

a. ______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 

b. ______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 

c. ______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 
 
PART 3:  
Directions: Watch the VIDEO: How does an atom-smashing particle accelerator work? to answer the following 
questions. 
 

1. What causes particles in a particle accelerator to move more quickly? 

A Magnetic fields 

B Electric fields 

C Miniature black holes 

D A custom-made laser system 

 

 

 

 

 



2. What is the purpose of an atom smasher? 

A To compress particles so they cool down 

B To make atoms to study quantum mechanics 

C To merge atoms to make a new form of long-lived matter 

D To collide subatomic particles together to study matter under unprecedented energies 

 

3. Practical high energy particle accelerators make the particles move in what shape? 

A A figure eight 

B A circle 

C In a constantly-wiggling up and down pattern 

D An alternating series of triangles and squares 

 

4. What is the role of magnets in a particle accelerator? 

A To cause the particles to move in a circular path 

B To constantly identify the northerly direction 

C To ward off electric sparks 

D To magnetically-levitate the beam 

 
5. Particle accelerators are used to give subatomic particles tremendous velocities. How is this connected 

to the study of incredibly hot collisions? 
 
 
 
 
 

6. You’ve heard that electric fields are required to increase the speed of subatomic particles, yet most of 
a circular accelerator is surrounded by magnets. Why do physicists not simply put electric fields around 
the entire ring? 

 
 
 
 

 
7. Why is gravity not a useful force to exploit in building a particle accelerator? 

 
 



STATION 5: Useful Elements 
PART 1: 
Directions: Use the WEBSITE http://www.livescience.com/3505-chemistry-life-human-body.html to answer the 
following questions: 
 

1. How many chemical elements are found in the body? ________________________________________ 

2. Which four elements make up 96% of the mass of the human body? 

a. ______________________________________________________________________________ 

b.  _____________________________________________________________________________ 

c.  _____________________________________________________________________________ 

d.  _____________________________________________________________________________ 

3. Mostly within what compound are these elements found within the body? _______________________ 

4. List two of the functions nutrients perform: 

a. ______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 

b. ______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 

5. For how many minerals has the FDA set a daily intake reference? _______________________________ 

List 5 of them: 

a. ______________________________________________________________________________ 

b. ______________________________________________________________________________ 

c. ______________________________________________________________________________ 

d. ______________________________________________________________________________ 

e. ______________________________________________________________________________ 

6. Why doesn’t the FDA address ALL the elements found within the body? _________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

7. Why can identifying the exact benefit of an element be difficult? _______________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

8. How are the elements in the body most commonly looked at, instead of as individual elements? _____ 

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

9. ____________________ and ______________________ are predominantly found in water and make 

up about 60% of the body by weight.  

10. What is the most common mineral in the human body? ______________________________________ 

http://www.livescience.com/3505-chemistry-life-human-body.html


Where is it found? ____________________________________________________________________ 

11. What does Sodium regulate within the body? ______________________________________________ 

12. In what structures does Magnesium play an important role? ___________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

13. What element do half of women not get enough of in their diet? _______________________________ 

14. What trace element helps to regulate sugar levels? __________________________________________ 

15. This element is essential to virtually all life forms. But in humans, it is important for transforming sulfur 

into a usable form. ____________________________________________________________________ 

 
 
PART 2: 
Directions: Use the WEBSITE http://www.sciencelearn.org.nz/Contexts/Just-Elemental/Science-Ideas-and-

Concepts/The-essential-elements to answer the following questions: 
 

1. Mammals, like humans, are thought to only use __________________ of the 116 known elements. 

2. What is the only “pure” element found within the body? _____________________________________ 

3. How many “major elements” are found in the body? _________________________________________ 

What percentage of all the elements in the body does this category make up? ____________________ 

4. How many “trace elements” are found in the body? _________________________________________ 

What percentage of all the elements in the body does this category make up? ____________________ 

5. Glucose = __________ carbon atoms + __________ hydrogen atoms + _________ oxygen atoms 

6. One-third of the body’s 75 mg of ________________________ is found within the muscles.  

7. Too much copper can result in: 

a. ______________________________________________________________________________ 

b. ______________________________________________________________________________ 

c. ______________________________________________________________________________ 

8. Too much iron can cause _______________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________

But too little can cause _________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 
 
 

http://www.sciencelearn.org.nz/Contexts/Just-Elemental/Science-Ideas-and-Concepts/The-essential-elements
http://www.sciencelearn.org.nz/Contexts/Just-Elemental/Science-Ideas-and-Concepts/The-essential-elements


 
 
PART 3: 
Directions: Use the WEBSITE http://listosaur.com/science-a-technology/top-10-elements-you-didn't-know-
were-in-your-home.html to answer the following questions: 
 

1. Of what two elements is the universe mostly comprised? _____________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

2. This element is often found in cleaning products. One product, Borax, even advertises this in its 

branding. ____________________________________________________________________________ 

3. What element is found in rechargeable batteries due to its lightweight and compact nature?  ________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

4. What element is used as an antidepressant? _______________________________________________ 

5. Even though this element can be toxic in large amounts, it can be found in some soft drinks and 

vegetable oil as an emulsifier, or stabilizing agent. ___________________________________________ 

6. An inert gas, this element is found in potato chip bags, wine bottles, and soda cans as a preservative.  

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

7. This is actually a lanthanide series of elements and when combined with iron and boron creates very 

powerful magnets. ____________________________________________________________________ 

Where can these rare earth magnets be found? _____________________________________________ 

 ____________________________________________________________________________________ 

8. This element is radioactive, but stull used in homes: _________________________________________ 

9. Discovered by Marie Curie, this element was used in paint to make items glow in the dark. Because of 

its radioactive properties it was phased out by the 1970s. It has found a way into modern-day 

medicine, ironically, as a radiation treatment for cancer. ______________________________________ 

10. This element is no longer used in rechargeable batteries, but could potentially be used in solar panels.  

11. Even though it’s more valuable than gold ___________________________ can be found in modern-

day catalytic converters.  

 
 
 
 
 
 

http://listosaur.com/science-a-technology/top-10-elements-you-didn't-know-were-in-your-home.html
http://listosaur.com/science-a-technology/top-10-elements-you-didn't-know-were-in-your-home.html


STATION 6: Compounds & Mixtures  

PART 1 
Directions: Watch the VIDEO, BrainPop: Compounds and Mixtures, to answer the following questions.  
 

1. How is a compound different from a mixture? 

A  Mixtures are created through physical changes; compounds are created through chemical reactions 

B  Compounds are created through physical changes; mixtures are created though chemical reactions 

C  Mixtures, on average, are heavier than compounds 

D  Compounds, on average, are heavier than mixtures 

 
2. What occurs during a chemical reaction? 

A  Atoms of two or more elements are destroyed 

B  Atoms of two or more elements oppose one another  

C  Atoms of two or more elements bond together 

D  Atoms of two or more elements trade protons 

 
3. What is true of a mixture? 

A  It is always thicker than the two chemicals that go into it 

B  It retains the properties of the substances that make it up 

C  It can never be separated into its constituent substances 

D  It is produced through chemical reactions 

 
4. Based on the information from the movie, what can you conclude about the most common chemical 

compound on earth? 

A  It’s oxygen 

B  It’s hydrogen gas 

C  It’s carbon dioxide 

D  It’s water 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



5. What is true of a compound? 

A  It does not always retain the properties of the substances that make it up 

B  It must have water as one of its components 

C  It required heat energy to make 

D  It requires electrical energy to make 

 
6. Which of the following two ingredients can combine to make a compound? 

A  Salt and water 

B  Hydrogen and oxygen 

C  Eggs and butter 

D  Sugar and water 

 
7. Which of the following is a heterogeneous mixture? 

A   Glue 

B   Honey 

C   Coffee 

D   Cereal 

 
8. Which of the following is an example of a chemical element? 

A  Salt 

B  Water 

C  Sugar 

D  Sodium 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



9. Where can you find a common homogeneous mixture? 

A    Salt 

B   Water 

C   Orange Juice 

D   Trail Mix 

 
10. The elements of a heterogeneous mixture can be distinguished visually. What does this mean? 

A  That two separate elements have been mixed together 

B  That the compounds of the mixture cannot be separated 

C  That you can see the different component parts of the mixture 

D  That heterogeneous mixtures combine solids and liquids 

 
 
 
 
PART 2  
Directions: Watch the VIDEO, The Chemistry of Cookies, to answer the following questions. 
 

1. What’s the first change that occurs in your cookie dough after you put the pan in the oven? 

A Water boils 

B Butter melts 

C Proteins unfold 

D Caramelization occurs 

 
2. Where do most of the proteins in cookie dough come from? 

A Sugar 

B Eggs 

C Butter 

D Flour 



 
3. At what temperature does caramelization begin? 

A 356° 

B 400° 

C 310° 

D 256° 

 

4. What is the leavening agent sodium bicarbonate another name for? 

A Carbon dioxide 

B Baking soda 

C Water 

D Hydrogen 

 

5. What makes cookies light and airy? 

A Steam evaporating 

B Carbon dioxide gas created by the leavening agent 

C Butter melting 

D Both A and B 

 

6. Can you think of other dishes you cook that involve the Maillard reaction? What about caramelization? 

 
 
 
 
 
 

7. How would adding or removing ingredients change your final cookie? 
 
 
 
 
 

 

8. At what temperature would you take the pan out of the oven to create your ideal cookie? What would 
that cookie look and taste like? 

 

 



PART 3:  

Directions: Watch the VIDEO: Ferrofluid: How it works and answer the questions below: 

 

1. What does ferrofluid contain? ___________________________________________________________ 

2. What are the particles attracted to? ______________________________________________________ 

3. What tries to pull the columns back down? ________________________________________________ 

And what causes the columns to pull in on itself, forming the sharp tips? 

_________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

4. What is ferrofluid?____________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

5. What can it form around a motor shaft? ___________________________________________________ 

Why do you think this is? _______________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

6. What is the name of the soapy chemical that binds the iron-oxide to the oil? _____________________ 

7. Do you think ferrofluid is a compound or a mixture? _________________________________________ 

 

 

IF YOU HAVE TIME, you can watch the second video that shows ferrofluid in action and as art. There is also a 
small vial of ferrofluid at the table with some magnets. See if you can form some of the shapes seen in the first 
video.  

 

 

 


